


Today we are going to use Coco, the graphic organizer, to help guide us in animating 
our instructional writing in Scratch. 



In order to do today’s lesson, you will need.. 



[Read slide] Let’s look at the first two steps now...





In level 3 of Coco, you will be introduced to some new ways to use Scratch to animate 
your explanatory writing. In this level, you have more options for how you will animate 
your writing in Scratch. Let’s look at these new questions together. These questions 
are from our very first row in Coco. (Read questions) In level 2, you did not need to 
decide what happened in the first row but in level 3 you will. Remember, you will 
always need to add a start block or your code will not work!









Now that you’ve got more Scratch commands in your toolkit, we are going to start 
planning out what we are going to do in Coco and, eventually Scratch, to animate our 
explanatory writing from last time. We are going to use another graphic organizer to 
plan. 

In a moment,  your teacher will give you a planning document to start planning out 
each step.  It includes a list of the options in CoCo’s “What I want to do” column 
because this tool will help you keep track of your commands as you begin working in 
Scratch. 



To use the planner, you will draw out what you want to happen in each step of your 
writing. Then, think about what you will need to accomplish this step.

Link: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i8e3s7zz5e01a88/U3L2_Storyboard%20for%20Scratch%
20Animation.docx?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/i8e3s7zz5e01a88/U3L2_Storyboard%20for%20Scratch%20Animation.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i8e3s7zz5e01a88/U3L2_Storyboard%20for%20Scratch%20Animation.docx?dl=0


storyboarding! 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14OJbzpt7CIB9ikKe-0Z-ypb25V-bJJzSYvvBrL7gxjY/edit


Great job! Hopefully you were able to complete your planner and you have a good 
idea how your animation might look in scratch. 



Now that you’ve got a vision for how you want your animation to look, use CoCo to 
find the right Scratch blocks. But remember! Make sure your animation closely 
matches your writing. 



In Unit 1, we learned that we want to a) match your animation to your writing, b) be 
consistent, and c) make sure all the visuals in the frame make sense given what you 
have written in your text. 



Remember how we searched for unique sprites and backdrops? And we also learned 
how to upload our own sprites and sounds. So there are many ways we can use 
Scratch to enhance our animations, or make them more exciting! We can add more 
details to our animations as long as we make sure that the details are relevant.



For example, here’s an animation of the hot chocolate recipe that does a really great 
job enhancing the recipe with additional details to help the viewer imagine a person 
actually making hot chocolate! Let’s take a look and see what they did. 

[play/run scratch project]

The first thing we notice is that this computer scientist added images of real-life 
materials rather than cartoons. This detail enhances the animation but does not 
change the meaning. They also drew an arrow to show where the mix would go into 
the cup. FInally, they coded the objects to move and simulate the actual “making” of 
the drink. But nothing about the meaning changed! And it was not distracting. 



Let’s look at another example, where the additional details were not relevant and thus 
confusing…..



All the written text is the same but the images don’t match the text. For example, why 
is there a dragon in the screen? Why are they at the beach? And why does it show a 
glass of water instead of hot chocolate? It may seem funny but to a new viewer, it 
would be very confusing. We dont want that. 



With that in mind, continue using CoCo to plan your animation. Please be creative but 
make sure your details are relevant and enhancing! Not confusing. 



#3: video link (3a self-monitoring): https://www.dropbox.com/preview/Lessons-
CS%20Units/New%203rd%20%26%204th_Yr%202_for%20teachers/U2/Videos%2C
%20handouts%20%26%20activities/Step%203a.webm?role=personal



Pause here and work! (20-30 minutes)?







Based on your peer’s feedback!



Model how students can share sb3 file from CS First to CoCo



Video modeling how students can share Scratch creations to their teacher’s studio

Scratch - Imagine, Program, Share

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted&wvideo=rpjvs3v9gj





